
compare, the performance didn’t just degrade,
the device completely failed to route.

Conclusions
These benchmarks reconfirm the superior

pin-locking performance of the XC9500 CPLD
family. The wide function-block fan-in en-
ables pinlocking of wide high-speed logic
functions while at the same time delivering
higher performance than competitive devices.
Furthermore, because logic feedthroughs are

not needed for routing, there is no
performance degradation due to
routing congestion. This timing
consistency is as important as rout-
ing ability for maintaining pinlocked
designs.

The XC9500 CPLD devices
deliver high performance and
feature the industry’s best pin-
locking capability, eliminating the
need for PCB modifications due to
design changes. This feature not
only shortens design cycles and
decreases design costs but also
facilitates the use of in-system
programmability to upgrade or
modify systems in the field. ◆

Trouble-Free Switching Between Clocks
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used multi-level logic to implement the 8-bit
equality compare; a 16-input, 16 product-term
logic function that is implemented in a single
pass in the XC9500 CPLD.

Vendor L’s routing resources were stressed
while attempting to pinlock the 10-bit equal-
ity compare; a 45% performance degradation
was incurred after the design iteration. While
attempting to pinlock the 12-bit equality

While the SELECT input is stable (either
High or Low), the two control flip-flops are in
opposite states and one of the two clock
inputs drives the clock output. When the
SELECT input changes, there is no immediate
impact until after the next falling edge of the
originally-selected clock source, which also
resets its control flip-flop. The Output Clock
signal will then stay Low until the next falling
edge of the newly-selected clock. This edge
will set its control flip-flop, causing this clock
to drive the Output Clock. Thus, with this
circuit, any switching between clock sources
is delayed by holding the output Low from
the time the first clock goes Low until the
time the second clock is Low. ◆

Asynchronously selecting between two
clock sources can easily produce glitches that
cause unreliable system behavior. The circuit
diagrammed here avoids these problems.

Figure 2: Equality
Compare Performance
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